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Introduction

Children are discriminated against all the time; little girls are not treated like
little boys, disabled children are not treated like non-disabled ones
(Lansdown, 2001), rural children do not get the same opportunities as those
living in the cities, migrant children do not benefit from the same rights as
national children (Breen, 2003), etc.' For all sorts of reasons, however, chil-
dren are even more vulnerable than adults to discrimination based on gender,
religion, race, as well as any other suspect classification. Whereas for a long
time this did not attract much attention, things started to change in the 1980s.
When the 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) was adopted to
protect children's rights in general, the principle of anti-discrimination was well-
placed among the guaranteed rights of the child in art. 2 of the Convention. The
question one may ask, however, is the following: in retrospect, what is it that
makes child discrimination special when compared to other kinds of dis-
crimination and how does the CRC protect them better against discrimina-
tion than other existing international guarantees of the general principle of
non-discrimination?

To reply to this question, it is important to look into the principle of non-
discrimination in general and its guarantees in major international human
rights instruments. It is only by replacing the principle in its general context
that one is able to grasp the full measure of the progress made with art. 2
CRC, but also of some of its current limitations.2 True, the principle of non-
discrimination is a traditional topic that was addressed extensively at the time
of the adoption of the CRC (Hitch, 1989; Alston, 1992; Van Bueren, 1995,
Ch. 2; LeBlanc, 1995; Detrick, 1999, Art. 2; Muscroft, 2000, Part I;
Hodgkin/Newell, 2002, art. 2). However, the fact that most of the existing lit-
erature about art. 2 CRC dates back a few years justifies taking a fresh look
at the status of the protection of children against discrimination in the
Convention. In what follows, I will start by presenting some definitions and
distinctions pertaining to the concept of non-discrimination (1.), before pre-
senting, in a second section, the principle of non-discrimination in general as
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guaranteed in major international human rights instruments (2.). Finally, a
third section will address the principle of non-discrimination in the CRC (3.).

1. Definitions and distinctions of the principle of non-discrimination

Equality is a deep-rooted principle in human morality. Unsurprisingly, there-
fore, the principle has quickly been recognized legally as one of the funda-
mental principles of modem democracies. It occupies pride of place in most
written constitutions and numerous countries now have anti-discrimination
legislation whether against all forms of discrimination or against some specific
forms of discrimination only, such as racial or sex discrimination. Whereas
traditional international law used not to concern itself with discrimination,
except in relation to sovereignty, the Second World War triggered an
unprecedented concern for human rights protection and led to guaranteeing
them for all without discrimination. From the 1950s onwards, conventional
guarantees of the non-discrimination principle multiplied. The principle of
non-discrimination is now one of the most frequently protected norms of
international human rights law (Kewenig, 1972; Vierdag, 1973; Tomuschat,
1981; McKean, 1983; Dinstein, 1985; Bayefsky, 1990; Partsch, 1993;
Ramcharan, 1983, pp. 247-250; Brownlie, 2003, pp. 578-580).

Despite its widespread guarantees and general recognition, the exact con-
tent and scope of the principle of non-discrimination remain largely con-
tested. As Judge Tanaka noted in the West Africa Case, 'although the
existence of this principle [of non-discrimination] is universally recognized
[...], its precise content is not very clear'.3 It is important therefore to start
our discussion of the principle of non-discrimination with a few definitions
(a.) and distinctions (b.).

a. Some definitions

Although non-discrimination is a dominant and recurring theme of interna-
tional human rights law, the principle is never to be found in a single and uni-
form fashion in the different sources of international law. Nor do most of its
guarantees explain what its content is in a holistic way (Bayefsky, 1990,
p. 34). If the ideal of non-discrimination has obvious appeal, its content is not
so clearly apparent and this probably for reasons of consensus-reaching. 4

Before turning to potential definitions of the principle, it is worth pausing
briefly on two dimensions of its equivocal meaning. To start with, the princi-
ple of non-discrimination is often identified with that of equality (Bayefsky,
1990, p. 1). This is because equality and non-discrimination are positive and
negative statements of the same principle.5 One is treated equally when one
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is not discriminated against and one is discriminated against when one is not
treated equally. In what follows, therefore, I will refer to equality to capture
the positive dimension of equality, with all the measures of promotion of
equality in practice, whereas non-discrimination will be used to refer to the
negative absence of discrimination (McKean, 1983, p. 285). Furthermore,
even when defined in close connexion with the principle of non-discrimination,
the principle of equality has been heavily criticized for being nothing more
than an empty idea (Westen, 1982). All it says is that people should benefit
equally from other rights they have. It adds nothing, in other words, to the
existence of those rights which pre-exists the equality concern. This critique
only cuts some ice, however, if one regards equality as a right or principle
like all others. This need not be the case. Equality should much rather be seen
as a qualifying principle which pertains to the way in which other rights and
principles are applied and the way in which people are therefore shown due
respect as autonomous human beings. Understood in this adverbial way,
equality need no longer be compared to other rights and principles and can-
not therefore be deemed empty (Raz, 1986, p. 230).

Although most instruments do not define what they mean by 'discrimina-
tion', the most commonly quoted definition is that of the UN Human Rights
Committee established under the UN Covenant on civil and political rights.
According to that definition, discrimination should be understood to imply

'any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference which is based on any
ground such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion,
national or social origin, property, birth or other status and which has the pur-
pose or effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise
by all persons, on an equal footing, of all rights and freedoms.'6

One may capture the different elements in this definition in the following work-
ing definition: the principle of non-discrimination prohibits treating differently
similar situations without an objective justification. There are roughly four
elements in this definition (Bayefsky, 1990, pp. 11-24): the differentiation of
similar situations (i.), the absence of legitimate ends (ii.), the lack of propor-
tionality of means to ends (iii.) and the use of suspect classifications (iv.).

i. Differentiation of similar situations
The first constitutive element of a discrimination is the different treatment of
similar situations, but also the similar treatment of different situations. One
often finds the term 'distinction' used interchangeably with that of discrimina-
tion. Of course, what makes situations different or alike is a matter of evalua-
tion of which substantial factual differences should count and of how they
should count. This is clearly a very controversial evaluation to perform. It
should not, however, be confused with the judgement of discrimination itself
which relies on the pre-existence of a similar situation being treated differently.
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The principle of non-discrimination prohibits discrimination as an inten-
tional unjustified distinction of similar situations. The latter's aim is to impair
the equal enjoyment by all persons of all rights and freedoms. The principle
of non-discrimination also prohibits, however, unintentional distinctions
which result in effect in a discrimination. This is what follows from most
international guarantees of the principle of non-discrimination (McKean,
1983, p. 287; Bayefsky, 1990, pp. 8-10).

ii. Absence of legitimate ends
Not all differences in treatment are discriminatory, only those which lack an
objective justification. 7 The existence of such a justification must be assessed
in relation to the aim and effects of the measure under consideration, bearing
in mind the principles which normally prevail in democratic societies. Such
aims may not be unjust or unreasonable, in that they may not be arbitrary,
capricious, despotic or in conflict with the essential dignity of humankind.

One kind of ready justification and legitimate purpose of discrimination
may be the redress of historical injustice and past discrimination. In these
cases, discrimination may have as an aim to ensure material equality, even if
this means violating formal equality. This may, for instance, justify discrim-
inating men formally to promote women, even when they are equally quali-
fied, in order to redress past discrimination of women in the labour market.

iii. Lack of proportionality of means to ends
A difference of treatment must not only pursue a legitimate aim to be a justified
distinction. There must also be a reasonable relationship of proportionality
between the means employed and the ends sought. There are three conditions
for this proportionality test. The means must be apt to attain the aim sought, be
necessary means to do so and be the least restrictive means to reach that aim.

iv. Suspect classifications
One may differentiate similar situations or treat different situations alike for
all sorts of reasons. Someone may be discriminated without justification sim-
ply because he is bald or too short. To be able to speak of discrimination,
however, one needs to identify a 'suspect' classification. Some grounds of
discrimination are deemed more suspect than others and call for a more strin-
gent scrutiny on the part of authorities (Bayefsky, 1990, pp. 18-24). The key
difference between these classifications and other grounds of discrimination
is that very weighty justifications have to be put forward to justify a differ-
ence of treatment based on them. This is the case of grounds of discrimina-
tion like sex, birth, race, religion, disability, etc.

Suspect classifications are usually listed in non-discrimination clauses, but
they can also stem from the case-law of major international human rights
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bodies. These grounds are often mentioned in a non-exhaustive and purely
indicative manner. Thus, their list is constantly being expanded, as illustrated
by art. 2 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child which expressly pro-
tects against discrimination on grounds of disability, whereas this ground
was never specifically mentioned before, as we will see.

b. Some distinctions

The practice of discrimination and of anti-discrimination measures is multi-
farious. There are different distinctions in the qualification of the principle of
equality in practice, which are worth a brief detour. They will be presented
in three categories: the types of duties of equality (i.), the duty-holders of
these duties (ii.) and the content of these duties (iii.). Finally, I will briefly
mention a distinction within formal equality, that between equality before
and in the law (iv.).

i. Types of duties: negative and positive duties of equality
Equality and non-discrimination may call for negative duties of abstention
from discrimination, but also for positive duties to ensure equality and the
absence of discrimination, such as measures of information or encourage-
ment. Positive duties of equality should not be confused with positive duties
ofprotection which apply to all human rights and, more importantly, equally
to negative and positive duties of equality. These positive duties of protection
indeed imply taking positive action for protection on the part of authorities
that should actively prevent discrimination from occurring (negative duties),
but also take positive measures for promotion of equality (positive duties).

ii. Duty-holders: vertical and horizontal effect of equality
An important question that has gradually moved centre stage with more and
more human rights violations being perpetrated by individuals is the possi-
bility of invoking the principle of non-discrimination directly against indi-
viduals. This is also what one refers to as the horizontal effect of the
principle, as opposed to its application to vertical relationships between the
State and individuals.

This is a very controversial question in domestic law, that has not been
fully resolved yet (Besson, 1999). At the international level, things remain
largely unclear since States are the only parties to international conventions
and hence the only direct holders of the duties they give rise to. Thus, direct
horizontal effect has never been granted to the anti-discrimination principle
of international law. This is due mainly to the way international courts and
bodies responsible for the implementation of the conventions at stake function:
their jurisdiction usually only applies to States Parties. If such a horizontal
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effect were to be granted, however, it could be through national direct hori-
zontal effect of human rights when such an effect is admitted at national
level. In the absence of direct horizontal effect, international guarantees of
the principle of non-discrimination are generally regarded as having an indi-
rect horizontal effect. In this sense, they should be used by judges and offi-
cial authorities to interpret private law and the law regulating inter-individual
relationships in a way that prohibits discrimination among private parties. It
is important, however, not to confuse the obligation of individuals not to dis-
criminate against other individuals, whether it occurs directly or indirectly,
with the more general positive obligation of the States Parties to prevent
these individuals from discriminating by prohibiting discrimination through
their legislation and other practical measures.

iii. Content of duties. Formal and material equality
Equality may be deemedformal when what matters is the different treatment
of similar situations or the similar treatment of different situations seen in
strict terms. By contrast, material or substantive equality is focused on
de facto equality. Thus, whether or not someone is formally discriminated
against and treated differently, what matters for material equality is whether
she is treated differently in practice.8 For instance, men and women may be
treated equally from a formal perspective, but be treated differently materi-
ally when their positions are judged from a practical standpoint. In what fol-
lows, I will present different categories of material equality through
distinctions between equality of opportunities and equality of results (a)),
between symmetrical and asymmetrical equality (b)), and between direct and
indirect equality (c)).

a) Equality of opportunities and equality of results
When one is concerned with material equality, one usually opposes equality of
opportunities to equality of results. Whereas the former is an equality of start-
ing gates, as when men and women are given equal education, the latter looks
at results, as when men and women have not fared equally well overall in the
labour market, although they have been given equal chances. Measures of pro-
tection of equality may focus on the former or the latter, depending on the over-
all policy one follows. Promoting equality of opportunities is usually regarded
as less damaging for formal equality than targeting inequalities of result.9

b) Symmetrical and asymmetrical equality
When equality calls for the equal treatment of similar situations and the dif-
ferentiated treatment of different situations, it is referred to as symmetrical
equality. Equal treatment does not necessarily mean identical treatment in
every instance, however (Bayefsky, 1990, p. 11)."o Some persons or situations
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may call for special measures of protection and favourable treatment. When it
justifies special protection of people with special needs, one speaks of asym-
metrical equality. This opposition between symmetrical and asymmetrical
equality corresponds to two successive trends in the history of the develop-
ment of anti-discrimination law: first of all, the idea that equality implies sim-
ilarity and, secondly, the idea that equality implies, on the contrary, diversity.

Whereas negative duties of non-discrimination are necessarily symmetri-
cal, it is not the case of positive duties for promotion of material equality.
Positive duties may indeed be undifferentiated and target all groups indiffer-
ently as with general education programmes or other active promotions of
equality which benefit everybody. But they may also, and this is more con-
troversial, favour discriminated groups over others, thus discriminating for-
mally in order to redress material discrimination. In a nutshell, there are two
groups of asymmetrical positive measures one may think of depending on
their degree of asymmetry. First of all, special protection measures which are
selective and address special needs (Bayefsky, 1990, pp. 24-27). It suffices
to think of measures of protection of pregnant women or of disabled people
to see how some differences may call for the discrimination of some women
or some people when compared to others in a similar situation simply by
virtue of their special needs. Secondly, there are also measures of affirmative
or positive discrimination which aim at redressing the situation of material
inequality of some groups overall and go further than special protection
measures (Bayefsky, 1990, pp. 27-33). An example is that of the measures
promoting a higher representation of women or minority members in the
labour market or political institutions. Positive measures openly discriminate
formally in favour of certain people in order to eliminate conditions which
cause or perpetuate discrimination in practice.

Special measures of protection are very controversial, since they allegedly
discriminate formally against those who do not have special needs and may
even be said to discriminate those who have those needs, but whose differ-
ence is accentuated in this way. Positive discrimination measures have
attracted further critiques of the same kind. They are therefore, first of all,
usually only justified for a limited period of time as long as they are neces-
sary to correct past discrimination in practice. They should, moreover, be
accompanied by other measures which focus on other levels of the discrimi-
nation process than on its results. Finally, they should be targeted at a special
group and never be absolute." New trends in anti-discrimination law have
been identified recently, and in particular more inclusive rights and main-
streaming. They reject the differentiating approach to adopt more inclusive
measures which protect neutral activities such as parenthood instead of
motherhood or an inclusive right to education instead of a right to special
education for disabled people.
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c) Direct and indirect discrimination
A further distinction pertaining to the opposition between formal and mate-
rial equality is that of the opposition between direct and indirect discrimina-
tion. There are indeed, next to cases of direct and open discrimination, cases
in which the differentiation of similar situations is intentional but is not
directly founded on suspect grounds. As such, it is prima facie justified.
Materially, however, such situations may be discriminatory because the
grounds of differentiation are covert discriminatory grounds. These are cases
of so-called indirect discrimination, i.e. differentiations that use seemingly
innocuous grounds to differentiate between similar situations and hence
effectively discriminating people on suspect grounds. For instance, an
employer may discriminate between full-time and part-time employees on
grounds of the effective working time, which is at first at least a perfectly
innocuous and justified ground of differentiation, but this may in effect lead
to discriminating women who constitute most part-time employees.

iv. A case offormal equality: equality before and in the law
Finally, it is worth addressing a major case of formal equality: legal equality
or equality de jure. There are two kinds of equality that arise in the legal
domain. First of all, equality before the law pertains to the status of a person
when the law applies to her. For instance, equality before the law is in ques-
tion when the quality of legal subject is equally distributed. Secondly, equal-
ity in the law by contrast is the equality the law guarantees in effect. For
instance, equality in the law can be exemplified by the equal treatment of the
duties of men and women in family law.

2. The principle of non-discrimination in international
human rights law

The importance of the non-discrimination principle has been recognized in
almost all international human rights instruments since the 1950s. The three
major international human rights instruments, i.e. the 1948 Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the 1966 International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights and the 1966 International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights protect the principle in a central place. The 1945 Charter of the
United Nations itself includes as two of its major goals the principle of equal
rights of peoples and the promotion and encouragement of respect for human
rights and fundamental freedoms. In fact, the principle of non-discrimination
also constitutes a norm of customary international law 2 and even, according
to some authors, a norm ofjus cogens at least with respect to discrimination
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based on race and sex (McKean, 1983, pp. 277-283; Hitch, 1989, p. 50;
Ramcharan, 1983, p. 249; Van Bueren, 1995, p. 55).

The importance which has been given to this principle by the United
Nations since its inception, and by the world community in general, can be
confirmed both by the frequency with which the principle is included and the
prominence it has been given being usually placed at the beginning in each
instrument. These anti-discrimination norms are often general blanket norms,
which prohibit discrimination across the board, but they can also be context-
specific" , as in the case of the prohibition of discrimination in education, or
ground-specific 4 as in the case of the prohibition of discrimination based on
gender or race. In what follows, I will present four major international guar-
antees of the principle of non-discrimination and their common features (a.),
before addressing their applicability in the context of child discrimination (b.).

a. Major international guarantees of the non-discrimination principle

This section presents four major guarantees of the principle of non-
discrimination in international instruments which are spread out in universal
UN instruments, but also in regional instruments like the ECHR. After a short
description of their texts (i. to iv.), I will highlight their common features (v.).

i. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
There are two articles worth mentioning in the 1948 Universal Declaration
of Human Rights (UDHR). According to art. 2 UDHR:

Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration,
without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion,
political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other
status.

This general principle of non-discrimination is specified further in the
legal context, according to art. 7 UDHR:

All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal
protection of the law. All are entitled to equal protection against discrimination
in violation of this Declaration or against any incitement to such discrimination.

ii. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
Two articles should be mentioned in the 1966 International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). According to art. 2 par. 1 ICCPR:

Each State Party to the Present Covenant undertakes to respect and to ensure to
all individuals within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recog-
nized in the present Covenant, without distinction of any kind, such as race,
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colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social ori-
gin, property, birth or other status.

This general principle is specified further in the legal context according to
art. 26 ICCPR:

All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination
to the equal protection of the law. In this respect, the law shall prohibit any dis-
crimination and guarantee to all persons equal and effective protection against
discrimination on any grounds such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, polit-
ical or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.

iii. The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights

There is one article worth mentioning in the 1966 International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). According to art. 2 par. 2
ICESCR:

The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to guarantee that the rights
enunciated in the present Covenant will be exercised without discrimination of
any kind as to race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion,
national or social origin, property, birth or other status.

iv. The European Convention on Human Rights
Two articles should be mentioned in the 1950 European Convention of

Human Rights (ECHR). According to art. 14 ECHR:

The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this Convention shall be
secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, lan-
guage, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association
with a national minority, property, birth or other status.

According to art. I of the Protocol 12 ECHR on the general prohibition of

discrimination, which has not entered into force yet, but which extends the
scope of application of art. 14 ECHR:

1. The enjoyment of any right set forth by law shall be secured without dis-
crimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, polit-
ical or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national
minority, property, birth or other status.

2. No one shall be discriminated against by any public authority on any grounds
such as those mentioned in paragraph 1.

v. Common features
These four international guarantees of the non-discrimination principle share

common features. First of all, most of them are subordinate and non-
autonomous clauses, which qualify other guaranteed rights in recommending
their respect free of any discrimination rather than prohibiting discrimination

in itself (Bayefsky, 1990, pp. 3-4).5 This is the case, for instance, of art. 2
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par. 2 ICCPR, art. 2 par. 1 ICESCR, art. 2 UDHR and art. 14 ECHR.
Exceptions to this may be found in art. 26 ICCPR and art. 1 Protocol 12 ECHR.
They guarantee equality before the law and equal protection of the law in
themselves, not merely in the context of a threat to another substantive
Covenant or Convention right or freedom.

Secondly, most of these guarantees are not directly justiciable norms. In
this sense, they are usually programmatic and cannot be invoked directly by
individuals either against the State or other individuals. Exceptions to this
may be found in art. 26 ICCPR, art 14 ECHR and art. 1 Protocol 12 ECHR.
Finally, most of these dispositions have an open-ended as opposed to a self-
contained scope. In this sense, the list of prohibited discrimination grounds
is purely indicative and can be extended to other similar grounds (Bayefsky,
1990, pp. 5-8). This is what is meant by terms such as 'other status' or 'such
as' in the non-discrimination clauses. The list of prohibited discrimination
grounds is more or less the same in all the guarantees mentioned.

b. Extension of these guarantees of non-discrimination to children

In principle, children are included and protected by the general anti-
discrimination clauses of international instruments just as adults are
(Marks/Clapham, 2005, p. 26). The question, however, whether children are
sufficiently protected by the anti-discrimination clauses of major interna-
tional human rights instruments is not an easy one to solve and relates to the
specific situation of children as victims of discrimination.

Children often require special measures of protection that take into account
their particular vulnerability vis-A-vis the State, but also vis-A-vis their families
and other individuals. Children may indeed be discriminated against because
of actions that their parents or family members have engaged in and hence in
a way that is mediated through their parents. Moreover, children are often dis-
criminated against in ways that reflect their specific position in society, i.e.
through punishment, for instance. Furthermore, children are often not only dis-
criminated against when compared to other children, but also by comparison
to adults. For instance, children are excluded from actively taking part in judi-
cial procedures through which they could claim their rights not to be discrim-
inated against. Finally, children are often doubly discriminated against: first, as
children and, second, as members of a specific gender or group. This is the
case, for instance, of certain differentiations based on age for sexual consent
between homosexual and heterosexual acts, which have been thought to pro-
tect young adults and hence deemed justified, but which have turned out quite
detrimental to homosexual young adults (Van Bueren, 1995, pp. 39-40). 6 This
'doublejeopardy' is more difficult to handle by general guarantees of the prin-
ciple of non-discrimination and needs to be addressed specifically.
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Before turning to child-specific anti-discrimination norms, it is worth
emphasizing that general international human rights instruments also pro-
vide for special measures of protection of children that help fight against
child-specific discrimination. One should mention two lex specialis, which
extend the applicability of general non-discrimination clauses to children. 7

For instance, art. 24 par. 1 ICCPR states that

Every child shall have, without any discrimination as to race, colour, sex, lan-
guage, religion, national or social origin, property or birth, the right to such
measures of protection as are required by his status as a minor, on the part of his
family, society and the State.

This norm is restricted, however, to foreseeing the possibility of arranging
special protection measures in favour of children and the need to ensure the
absence of discrimination in these special measures. This specific approach
is confirmed by Art. 10 par. 3 ICESCR:

Special measures of protection and assistance should be taken on behalf of all
children and young persons without any discrimination for reasons of parentage
or other conditions. Children and young persons should be protected from eco-
nomic and social exploitation. Their employment in work harmful to their morals
or health or dangerous to life or likely to hamper their normal development
should be punishable by law. States should also set age limits below which the
paid employment of child labour should be prohibited and punishable by law.

3. The principle of non-discrimination in the Convention
on the Rights of the Child

The principle of non-discrimination has been insufficiently developed in
international and regional human rights instruments for them to counter
effectively child discrimination. This is due partly to these instruments' gen-
eral misapplication and reservations, but also to their inadequacy to protect
children against all kinds of child-specific discrimination. Hence the need for
a special international instrument guaranteeing rights to children without
discrimination. This was done in 1989 with the adoption of the Convention
on the rights of the child and art. 2 CRC's guarantee of the principle of non-
discrimination. In what follows, I will start by presenting the emergence of
art. 2 CRC (a.), before looking more closely at its text (b.), scope (c.), con-
tent (d.) and implementation (e.). Finally, I will present three specific dispo-
sitions relating to the discrimination of particularly vulnerable children (f.).

a. The emergence of art. 2 CRC

One may say that the principle of non-discrimination has been a central driv-
ing force in the history of the development of the rights of the child since
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well before 1989. This may be seen at different levels, from a very general
one to a more concrete non-discrimination guarantee. First of all, the dis-
crimination between children and adults. The principle of non-discrimination
has clearly been at work in the gradual recognition of children's rights tout
court (Marks/Clapham, 2005, p. 19; McGillivray, 1994; Archard, 2002;
Griffin, 2002). For long, indeed, children were not deemed as capable rights-
holders and were hence discriminated against by comparison to adults.
Slowly, but surely, children's rights have been recognized and this recogni-
tion culminated in the adoption of the CRC in 1989. Children's interests are
now deemed as equally fundamental to those of adults, and even sometimes
as more fundamental and hence in more need of protection. Secondly, the
discrimination between children and young adults. A second step in the pro-
tection against discrimination of children has taken place through the defini-
tion of the 'child'. This is still a very controversial question given art. 1
CRC's incomplete definition of the 'child' (Grover, 2004). Finally, the dis-
crimination between children and children. A final step in the struggle
against discrimination of children has been made when the general clause of
anti-discrimination of art. 2 CRC was adopted. It guarantees indeed the equal
benefit of all Convention rights without discrimination. In this sense, the
Convention adds an additional express ground by which states are under a
duty not to discriminate against children in their enjoyment of the
Convention's rights.

A question one may raise of course is that of the possible 'ghettoization'
of children's rights issues through the prohibition of discrimination of chil-
dren in a special Convention (Hitch, 1989, p. 54). One has noticed, for
instance, how the discrimination of girls has gradually become a separate
issue from that of women and hence has been addressed through different
standards. Although this may have benefited girls, it also means that gender-
oriented measures lack coherence overall and has led to occulting some sen-
sitive issues such as abortion by young women, for instance. It is important
to mention art. 41 CRC, however, which is a 'favour clause' that gives priority
to more favourable international clauses over less protective norms in the CRC.
Moreover, the fact that art. 2 CRC adopts a similar structure and wording to
existing anti-discrimination clauses in international law shows a clear intention
to keep in line with what is done in international anti-discrimination law.18

Like other international instruments, the Convention on the Rights of the
Child guarantees the principle of non-discrimination in many places. Art. 2
CRC is the most important and general clause of non-discrimination. It
belongs to the so-called general principles of the CRC with art. 1 to 5 and 41
CRC. As such, it applies to the interpretation and application of the whole
Convention and to the many ways in which other rights may be applied in a
discriminatory fashion (Muscroft, 2000, pp. 27-28). The non-discrimination
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principle may also be found, however, in art. 22 CRC relating to the special
protection of refugee children, in art. 23 CRC relating to the special protec-
tion of disabled children or art. 30 CRC relating to the special protection of
indigenous children. I will come back to these lex specialis at the end of the
presentation of art. 2 CRC on which I will focus from now on. Finally, one
finds echoes of the non-discrimination principle in different other disposi-
tions like art. 28 CRC in the context of the right to education.

b. The text of art. 2 CRC

The text of art. 2 CRC reads as follows:

1. States Parties shall respect and ensure the rights set forth in the present
Convention to each child within their jurisdiction without discrimination of
any kind, irrespective of the child's or his or her parent's or legal guardian's
race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national, eth-
nic or social origin, property, disability, birth or other status.

2. States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to ensure that the child is
protected against all forms of discrimination or punishment on the basis of
the status, activities, expressed opinions, or beliefs of the child's parents,
legal guardians, or family members.

Art. 2 CRC is a complex article. Its two paragraphs are articulated along
three dimensions. First of all, the grounds of discrimination. Whereas the
first paragraph protects against discrimination based on any of the mentioned
grounds as well as others, the second paragraph only relates to specific
grounds of discrimination related to the person or status of the child's parents
or guardians. Secondly, the rights protected. Whereas the first paragraph pro-
tects only those rights guaranteed in the Convention, the second paragraph
protects against any kind of discrimination, thus being non-subordinate and
autonomous. Finally, the obligations foreseen. Whereas the first paragraph
generates negative obligations of respect and positive obligations of result,
the second paragraph deals exclusively with positive obligations of result.

A careful reading of the international provisions discussed before shows
that, although the wording of art. 2 CRC is very similar to that in several other
international human rights guarantees of the principle of non-discrimination,
such as art. 2 par. I ICCPR or art. 2 par. 2 ICESCR, it is also unique in
several ways. First of all, art. 2 protects the child against discrimination
directly targeted at her, but also against discrimination based on attributes of
the child's parents, legal guardians or family members. Very often, indeed,
children are easy targets of discrimination through their parents. Thus, the
article recognizes both the special status and needs of children, due to their
very dependency, and at the same time their right to many of the same basic
human rights and fundamental freedoms already recognized to adults. As
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such, it is a child-specific anti-discrimination clause. Secondly, the list of
prohibited grounds of discrimination in art. 2 par. 1 is the same as those of
major non-discrimination clauses with the additional ground of disability.
Thirdly, Art. 2 is a directly justiciable clause, whose content is not only pro-
grammatic, but may be invoked by victims of discrimination as an immedi-
ately realizable right. This mirrors the solution chosen by art. 2 par. 1 ICCPR
where the rights recognized form an immediate obligation of result. An
important exception has to be carved in this rule, however, regarding the real-
ization of economic, social and cultural rights. Fourthly, Art. 2 uses the term
'discrimination' like art. 2 par. 2 ICESCR and art. 14 ECHR, by contrast to
art. 2 par. 1 ICCPR and art. 2 UDHR which refer to 'distinction' (Hitch, 1989,
pp. 54-58). It is generally accepted nowadays that both refer to the same kind
of differentiation without reason. Fifthly, the scope of application of art. 2 is
open-ended and cannot be limited to some areas only. It applies to education as
much as to private ownership. Finally, it is important to emphasise that art. 2
par. 1 is a subordinate rather than an autonomous clause of non-discrimination.
As such, it applies only to those rights guaranteed in the Convention, by con-
trast to art. 26 ICCPR, for instance. In this sense, it is very similar to art. 2
par. 1 ICCPR, art. 2 par. 2 ICESCR and art. 14 ECHR. This is not the case,
however, as we have already seen, of art. 2 par. 2 CRC which applies to all
cases of discrimination of a child grounded on his parents' activities or status.

c. The scope of art. 2 CRC

If one looks more carefully at the implications of art. 2 CRC, its specific
material (i.), personal (ii.) and territorial scope (iii.) need to be delineated.

i. Material scope
The material scope of art. 2 CRC can be apprehended from the perspective
of the rights protected (a)), but also from that of the areas covered (b)) and
that of the prohibited grounds of discrimination (c)).

a) Rights protected
The phrase 'the rights set forth in the present Convention' in art. 2 par. 1 indi-
cates that the obligation of non-discrimination applies with respect to all the
rights set forth in the CRC. All the rights in the Convention can indeed be
respected in ways which exclude or discriminate some children. The CRC's
principle of non-discrimination is not an independent and autonomous prin-
ciple of non-discrimination, but a derivative one, like most principles guar-
anteed in international instruments. There is an exception to this restriction,
however, in art. 2 par. 2 which extends to any rights and areas where dis-
crimination may take place, even if they fall outside the ambit of the
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Convention. This disposition has very large implications, which have still
been largely unexploited.

b) Areas covered
Depending on the duties at stake, the obligation of the State has a different
material scope. When the obligation is one of negative 'respect' of equality
according to art. 2 par. 1, the obligation applies to any governmental measure
of State action by an official or authority at any level of government. When
the obligation is one of positive results according to art. 2 par. 1 and 2, how-
ever, the obligation extends also to removing private obstacles to the enjoy-
ment of the designated rights.

c) Grounds of discrimination
A long list of suspect classifications and discrimination grounds is given in
art. 2 par. 1 CRC. Art. 2 par. 2 only applies, by contrast, to the discrimina-
tion of children that is based on the status of their parents.

Art. 2 par. 1 CRC repeats the suspect classifications foreseen in most
human rights international instruments, such as the UDHR, the ICCPR, the
ICSCR and the UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education,
but adds a new important ground of discrimination: disability. This list is
only indicative and is not exhaustive. As such, it does not preclude further
grounds. Recent developments show that sexual orientation and HIV/Aids
have also become prohibited grounds of children's discrimination
(Hodgkin/Newell, 2002, p. 29). There was mention at some stage in the
travaux pr~paratoires of the need to protect non-marital children expressly
against discrimination when compared to marital children, but this was not
done in the end for lack of consensus. It is clear, however, that this ground of
discrimination could be deduced from others in art. 2 which is not exhaus-
tive, but also from other international and regional guarantees against dis-
crimination (LeBlanc, 1995, pp. 100-101; Van Bueren, 1995, pp. 41-45;
Detrick, 1999, pp. 75-77). In fact, art. 41 encourages the most liberal inter-
pretation of the convention's articles by stating that nothing in the convention
affects any provisions of domestic law or international agreements that are
'more conducive to the realization of the rights of the child.' A final point to
emphasise is the child-specificity of this list. It indicates indeed that the pro-
hibition against discrimination is irrespective of the 'child's or his or her par-
ents' or legal guardian's' race, colour, gender, language, etc.

ii. Personal scope
a) Right-holders
Those protected by art. 2 CRC are all children. As such, art. 2 depends on
art. 1 CRC's definition of 'child'. This definition regards any person under 18
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as a child, except when national law determines a different age for the chil-
dren's majority. This has been heavily criticized for leaving a certain scope
for discrimination among children of different States Parties. One may argue,
however, that the definition of the Convention is already quite self-standing,
which is a progress when compared to the multitude of definitions which
used to prevail.

The children protected may not be discriminated against therefore because
they are non-nationals of the State in which they are discriminated. Foreign
children may invoke art. 2 against a State which has ratified the Convention
just as a national child, provided, of course, they fall under that State's juris-
diction. This applies even if they are in irregular situation. The only exceptions
to the general scope of rights-holders of art. 2 are art. 22 and 23 CRC which
offer special protection respectively to refugee and disabled children. Only
children falling into these groups may therefore benefit from the special pro-
tection measures foreseen by these articles, thus giving rise to interesting ques-
tions of discrimination within the anti-discrimination clause, as we will see.

b) Duty-holders
From a purely practical point of view, discrimination may have many perpe-
trators. First of all, the State. It is indeed the source of power that can most
discriminate or omit to prevent discrimination from occurring. Secondly,
parents or guardians. They constitute another important source of discrimi-
nation, as they dispose legally and materially of important power over chil-
dren. Thirdly, other ihdividuals. Other individuals in the society may also
contribute to discriminating against children. This is the case of the media or
of other social groups such as religious lobbies which contribute to entrench-
ing biases against children in social attitudes (Muscroft, 2000, p. 35;
Lansdown, 2001, pp. 22-23). Finally, other children. Children are also often
at the origin of discrimination against other children.

In terms of legal duties stemming from these actions or omissions, things
are slightly more complicated, however. The States Parties are indeed clearly
the primary negative and positive duty-holders of art. 2 par. 1 and 2 CRC.
With respect to individual discriminators, the question arises therefore as to
whom should be sought injustice to reply from violations of the Convention.
Can the parents, other adults or children be attacked directly on grounds of
the violation of art. 2 CRC or, on the contrary, should the State be the only
one to reply from its lack of prevention of their discrimination? This is the
question of the horizontal effect of Art. 2. As in the context of national and
international anti-discrimination law in general, it is useful to distinguish
between direct and indirect horizontal effect. The question of the direct hori-
zontal effect of art. 2 has not been clearly answered yet. It should be clear, how-
ever, that art. 2 should have an indirect horizontal effect in the interpretation of
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the Convention's rights, for instance through the national application of the
Convention. Moreover, the State should in any case be responsible in case of
violation of its positive duties to prevent legally or practically individuals
from discriminating against children. The Committee on the rights of the
child has often repeated that the principle of non-discrimination applies
equally to private institutions and individuals, as well as to the State and that
this must be reflected in legislation.

iii. Territorial scope
Art. 2 par. 1 CRC mentions that it applies to all children under the State's
jurisdiction. This is a very broad clause, that was thoroughly debated in the
travaux pr~paratoires, which excludes limiting the rights protected only to
those children on the territory of the State Party or only to national children
as opposed to foreign children. The jurisdiction of a State Party may indeed
extend to national and foreign children inside and outside its territory when
that territory is occupied or protected by the State. What matters for the
State's jurisdiction is the authority or responsibility de facto rather than
dejure of the State Party (Alston, 1992, p. 5; Detrick, 1999, p. 71). This is also
what is done in the context of the European Convention on Human Rights. '9

This applies whether the discriminated child is under the State's jurisdic-
tion regularly or not (LeBlanc, 1995, pp. 95-96). As such, the Convention
specifically addresses the rights of vulnerable groups of children, such as
refugee children, children in trouble with the law, children in situations of
armed conflict and children from minority groups. Finally, Art. 2 CRC
applies to children under a State Party's jurisdiction whether or not the State
from which this child is a national has ratified the Convention. The only
exceptions to this general rule are those foreseen in Art. 22 CRC which deals
with refugee children (Detrick, 1999, pp. 69-70).

d. The content of art. 2 CRC

i. General principle
Like most international instruments, the CRC does not define what it means
by 'discrimination'. Nor has the Committee on the rights of the child yet issued
a general comment on art. 2. In its first general comment, issued in 2001, the
Committee stated, however, that 'discrimination on the basis of any of the
grounds listed in article 2 of the Convention, whether it is overt or hidden,
offends the human dignity of the child and is capable of undermining or even
destroying the capacity of the child to benefit from educational opportuni-
ties20'. As argued before, the principle of non-discrimination prohibits treat-
ing differently similar situations without an objective justification. The four
elements in the definition should be re-assessed in a child-specific context.
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First of all, as in the general case, discrimination in the context of chil-
dren's rights implies a difference of treatment of similar situations or a simi-
lar treatment of different situations, whether this discrimination is intentional
or not (Alston, 1992, p. 6). When one determines whether situations are alike
and should therefore be treated alike, it is important to determine what
should be the criterion of comparison. The general case is a comparison
between children. Thus, for instance, girls should not be treated differently
from boys at school. A special case one may mention, however, is that of a
comparison between children and adults. Thus, for instance, children should
not be discriminated against on grounds of property ownership when only
adults are allowed to hold property in a specific legal order. The difference of
treatment or distinction at stake may cover any kind of treatment one may
think of. Art. 2 par. 2 CRC mentions a special form of discrimination, i.e. any
form of punishment related to the child's parents' or guardians' status. This is
an additional child-specific dimension of the principle of non-discrimination
that focuses on the fact that children are often discriminated in ways which
match their specific position in human society. Children have indeed become
the victims of human rights violations, including imprisonment or torture
because of actions that their parents or family members have engaged in
(LeBlanc, 1995, p. 97).

Secondly, not all differences in treatment are discriminatory. Only those
which lack an objective justification are. The same kind of objective justifi-
cation may be provided as in the general case of discrimination and one often
encounters positive action measures in the context of anti-discrimination
protection of the child that discriminate against other children on legitimate
grounds. Interestingly, art. 3 CRC and the best interests of the child may be
understood as a test against which to judge the justification of discriminatory
measures (Muscroft, 2000, p. 30). It does not work as a blanket justification
of all discrimination, but helps demonstrate how a discriminatory measure
may help promote the best interests of the child through enhancing and pro-
tecting their rights. Thirdly, a difference of treatment must not only pursue a
legitimate aim to be a justified distinction. There must also be a reasonable
relationship of proportionality between the means employed and the aim
sought to be achieved. Finally, a long list of suspect classifications and dis-
crimination grounds is given in art. 2 par. 1 CRC. As I explained before, this
list is only indicative and not exhaustive.

ii. Formal and material equality
Art. 2 CRC protects equality among children in a more flexible and open way
than previous general guarantees of equality in major international human
rights instruments (Alston, 1992, p. 1). It generally prohibits measures which
treat differently similar situations and vice-versa. As such, it clearly protects
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formal equality and requests negative measures of non-discrimination. It
does not, however, require identical treatment in all circumstances. As such,
not only does art. 2 protect both formal and material equality, but it may also
justify asymmetrical measures of equality.

One may distinguish two kinds of positive measures of promotion of mate-
rial equality according to art. 2. Some situations may call for specific protec-
tion measures to redress past material inequalities, even if this implies
violating formal equality. This is even more important in the case of children
than in the general context, as children are a vulnerable category of people
whose past discrimination may have even greater consequences on their mate-
rial equality. This is what the Preamble to the CRC states when it recognizes
that 'in all countries of the world, there are children living in exceptionally dif-
ficult conditions, and that such children need special consideration'. Imagine,
for instance, the case of children with impaired mental capacities who must
be specially protected even if this discriminates formally other children in the
same situation. This is what the special measures art. 22 and 23 foresee in the
case of the special protection of disabled and refugee children. The promotion
of material equality may be exemplified by another type of positive measures:
affirmative action or positive discrimination. Art. 2 does not exclude affirma-
tive action measures, which openly favour some children over others to
redress past material inequalities, although it does not foresee them expressly
by contrast to what anti-discrimination clauses in other conventions do (Hitch,
1989, p. 60). An example of affirmative action may be the establishment of
promotion mechanisms of rural or disabled children in urban and regular
schools to promote their inclusion and redress past material inequalities.

Of course, affirmative action in the context of children's discrimination is
as controversial as elsewhere. The CRC was adopted in 1989 at a time when
protective measures of equality were regarded as ideal measures of promo-
tion of material equality. More sensitive and inclusive measures foreseen by
the third generation of anti-discrimination laws might, however, be preferred
nowadays (Muscroft, 2000, pp. 41-49; Lansdown, 2001). Although one may
understand the need for measures of special care, there is a sense in which
claiming that some children have special needs and that they are somehow
different is in itself discriminatory both against them and other children. A
preferred solution would therefore be to promote the right to inclusive edu-
cation whatever measures this takes to extend it to disabled children
(Lansdown, 2001, pp. 18-20).

iii. Direct and indirect discrimination
Art. 2 CRC prohibits cases of direct discrimination, but also indirect dis-
crimination, i.e. differentiations that use seemingly innocuous grounds to
differentiate between similar situations and hence effectively discriminate
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against people on suspect grounds. For instance, a disabled child may be
indirectly discriminated against by a rule which requires written work as an
admission test to a school. True, formally speaking, this ground of discrimi-
nation is perfectly innocuous and admissible in an educational context.
However, seen from the perspective of a disabled child, it might constitute an
insurmountable obstacle in the access to further education and integration
(Lansdown, 2001, p. 21).

iv. Equality before and in the law
By contrast to art. 26 ICCPR, art. 2 CRC does not expressly guarantee the
concept of equality before the law. This could have been done by the express
recognition of the child's legal personality. This is only an apparent lacuna,
however. Moreover, such a guarantee would have somehow fallen outside the
scope of a derivative clause like that of art. 2 (Van Bueren, 1995, p. 40).
Finally, art. 12 par. 2 CRC's guarantee of the right of the child to participate
in procedures and be heard seems to confirm that the child has legal person-
ality. Legal personality is indeed the first step towards equality, with the sec-
ond step being the granting of sufficient procedural capacity to protect that
equality (Van Bueren, 1995, p. 45).

By contrast, Art. 2 guarantees equality in the law, as this flows from the
Committee on the rights of the child's guidelines and its monitoring of States
Parties' legislation for violations of equality (Hodgkin/Newell, 2002, p. 23).
This is confirmed by art. 4 CRC's duties of implementation of equality that
mention legislative duties of implementation.

e. The implementation of art. 2 CRC

The implementation of art. 2 CRC gives rise to duties (i.) the respect of
which is assessed through an international monitoring process (ii.) and
national judicial control (iii.).

i. Implementation duties
Art. 2 CRC gives rise to detailed implementation duties (a)) that are comple-
mented by positive duties of protection (b)) and are directly justiciable (c)). I
will conclude by a short excursus on the admissibility of the budgetary
exception in discrimination cases (d)).

a) Art. 2 combined with art. 4 CRC
Art. 2 CRC entails more than an anti-discrimination clause; it also has
another albeit connected function in the determination of the scope of the
obligations of the States Parties. This general function of art. 2 is very close
to that of art. 4 which deals with the implementation of the Convention
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rights. One may even say, with Alston, that art. 2 par. 1 states the objectives
of the Convention, while art. 4 gives the means to implement them (Alston,
1992, p. 4).

Like Art. 2 par. 1 ICCPR, art. 2 par. 1 CRC foresees two kinds of obliga-
tions which complement each other (Detrick, 1999, pp. 68-69). First of all,
duties of respect. These duties are rather passive or negative and imply that
the State may not discriminate in any way against children in their protected
rights. Secondly, duties of result. These duties go further and are more active
or positive (Hodgkin/Newell, 2002, p. 22). These positive duties are comple-
mented by the duties set by art. 2 par. 2 CRC in relationship to grounds of
discrimination related to the child's parents' or guardians' person or status.
They imply that the State take all necessary measures to ensure for each child
a discrimination-free enjoyment of all Convention rights. Addressing dis-
crimination may require changes in legislation, administration and resource
allocation, as well as educational measures to change attitudes in the media and
the private sphere (Muscroft, 2000, pp. 33-35). This is confirmed by art. 4
CRC which emphasizes that legislative measures are not the only ones the
State should take to combat discrimination like other violations of the
Convention.

b) Positive duties of protection
All these duties, whether negative or positive, are complemented by positive
duties ofprotection, which add a positive layer even to those negative duties
to abstain from discriminating (Alston, 1992, pp. 4-5). They are duties to
prevent discrimination from occurring, whether through governmental or pri-
vate action.

This can take place legally through the adoption of anti-discrimination
laws (Hodgkin/Newell, 2002, p. 23). Often, however, anti-discrimination
laws exist, but are not effectively implemented (Muscroft, 2000, p. 34).
Moreover, practical measures should also be taken to combat and prevent
discrimination that cannot only be eradicated through laws, as in the context
of social, economic and cultural rights, for instance. Socially internalised
forms of discrimination and the media are indeed at the origins of many dis-
criminations and should be targeted directly (Hodgkin/Newell, 2002, p. 24).
It is important to emphasise that positive duties of protection apply to all
areas of political control, whether official or private, thus calling for main-
streaming measures in all these areas.

c) Direct justiciability
Art. 2 CRC is directly justiciable and may be invoked by victims of discrimi-
nation as an immediately realizable right. This mirrors the solution chosen by
art. 2 par. 1 ICCPR where the rights recognized form an immediate obligation
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of result (Detrick, 1999, p. 69). An important exception has to be carved in
this rule, however, regarding the realization of economic, social and cultural
rights. Art. 4 CRC foresees indeed that the drafters wished to incorporate an
obligation of progressive achievement of these rights, along the lines of art. 2
par. 1 ICESCR. This raises difficult questions of control of their implemen-
tation, however (Detrick, 1999, p. 69).

d) The budgetary exception
According to the Committee on the Rights of the Child, the application of
Art. 2 CRC 'cannot be made dependent upon budgetary resources2 1'.
Budgetary resources are indeed an easy reply to the obligations established
by Art. 2. This is because poverty is one of the main causes of discrimination
against children. It is a particularly difficult question in the context of posi-
tive action and special protection measures according to art. 2 par. 1 and 2
CRC. Faced with this contingent limitation, however, the Committee requires
that non-discrimination of children be an important element of budget-mak-
ing at national level. It even offers its services to States Parties to help budg-
eting protection measures (Hodgkin/Newell, 2002, pp. 25-26).

An exception made to the non-recevability of the budgetary exception is
that of art. 4 CRC in the context of the application of the non-discrimination
principle to economic, social and cultural rights. The latter is indeed limited
by the extent of available resources. Art. 4 CRC also refers, however, to the
international cooperation States Parties should have recourse to in case of
financial difficulties (Alston, 1992, pp. 11-12). This cooperation can be both
material and financial, although the conditional aspect of that aid may often
discourage poor States from applying for it.

ii. Monitoring
States Parties' implementation duties are controlled primarily through the
monitoring of the Committee on the Rights of the Child (Hodgkin/Newell,
2002, pp. 26-29). In fact, there is an entire section in the guidelines of the
Committee on the Rights of the Child on the implementation of the principle
of non-discrimination. As a result, the Committee has explicitly requested
States Parties in their periodic reports to indicate the measures adopted pur-
suant to art. 2 CRC.

The section on art. 2 of its guidelines for periodic reports provides some
insight into the Committee's views as regards the obligations of States Parties
corresponding to the prohibition of discrimination. One may mention the fol-
lowing duties. First of all, the Committee requests States Parties to indicate
in their reports whether the principle of non-discrimination is included as a
binding principle in the Constitution or in domestic legislation specifically
for children, and whether all the possible grounds of discrimination listed in
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art. 2 are reflected in such legal provisions. The Committee has already
required States Parties to revise their national law in the past to adapt it to the
requirements of art. 2. Secondly, and more generally, information is also
requested on the steps taken, both in law and in practice, to prevent and com-
bat discrimination. The Committee highlights, in particular, the need for data
collection to be disaggregated to enable discrimination or potential discrim-
ination to be identified. Finally, States Parties are also asked to indicate the
specific measures adopted to reduce economic, social and geographical dis-
parities, including those between rural and urban areas, and to prevent dis-
crimination against the most disadvantaged groups of children.

iii. Judicial control
Last but not least, the implementation of art. 2 CRC may also be controlled
judicially by national courts. They should indeed apply the Convention like
any other national anti-discrimination law, when it is given primacy and
direct effect in national law. This is the case, for instance, in Swiss law, where
the discrimination between adopted children and children conceived artifi-
cially has given rise to a judicial change in constitutional law to recognise the
absolute right to know one's origins independently of one's mode of concep-
tion (ATF 128 I 63; Besson, 2005).

f. Lex specialis

Besides art. 2 CRC, the Convention also guarantees expressly the right not
to be discriminated against and even to be specially protected of specific
groups of children, who might be particularly vulnerable to discrimination. I
will only look at three groups here and very briefly so: refugee children (i.),
disabled children (ii.) and indigenous children (iii.).

i. Art. 22 CRC: refugee children
Besides their protection in art. 2 CRC which applies, as we have seen, to all
children under a state's jurisdiction even if they are foreigners and in irregu-
lar situation, refugee children are more specifically protected against dis-
crimination by art. 22 CRC. This article reads as follows:

1. States Parties shall take appropriate measures to ensure that a child who is
seeking refugee status or who is considered a refugee in accordance with
applicable international or domestic law and procedures shall, whether unac-
companied or accompanied by his or her parents or by any other person,
receive appropriate protection and humanitarian assistance in the enjoyment
of applicable rights set forth in the present Convention and in other interna-
tional human rights or humanitarian instruments to which the said States are
Parties.
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This article develops the obligation of States Parties to ensure material
equality of children and to take positive measures of promotion of equality
when necessary. This article raises similar issues to those I mentioned before
in relation to the discriminatory consequences of some asymmetric special
protection measures aiming at ensuring material equality among children.

ii. Art. 23 CRC: disabled children
Children who are mentally or physically disabled are not only protected from
discrimination under art. 2 CRC, but are also the beneficiaries of positive
measures or special measures of protection prescribed by art. 23 CRC. This
article reads as follows:

1. States Parties recognise that a mentally or physically disabled child should
enjoy a full and decent life, in conditions which ensure dignity, promote self-
reliance and facilitate the child's active participation in the community.

2. States Parties recognise the right of the disabled child to special care and
shall encourage and ensure the extension, subject to available resources, to
the eligible child and those responsible for his or her care, of assistance for
which application is made and which is appropriate to the child's condition
and to the circumstances of the parents or others caring for the child. [...]

This article develops the obligation of States Parties to ensure material
equality of children and to take positive measures of promotion of equality
when necessary. While the principle itself did not raise any controversies, the
drafters expressed different opinions as to whom should be regarded as the
duty-bearer. The compromise that emerged out of the travaux pr~paratoires
were par. 2, 3 and 4 which establish the basic principles that guide assistance
to disabled children within the context of available family resources aug-
mented by national and international assistance (LeBlanc, 1995, p. 103). This
compromise may not be deemed a very happy one, as it simply passes the buck
to the private sphere, where we know incentives to combat discrimination are
very rare (Lansdown, 2002, pp. 22, 29). Moreover, as I explained before, the
potentially discriminatory consequences of special protection measures of
disabled children have gradually discredited art. 23 among those who fight
for the inclusion of disabled children (Lansdown, 2002, pp. 18-20).

iii. Art. 30 CRC: minority and indigenous children
The status of indigenous peoples has been the subject of discussion in vari-
ous international fora in recent years. Discrimination against children of
indigenous origin is not expressly prohibited under art. 2 CRC. However,
such children may be covered under other terms used such as 'ethnic'.
Besides, the list being not exhaustive, indigenous children may well be pro-
tected implicitly just like non-marital children (LeBlanc, 1995, p. 105).
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Finally, the problem of indigenous children is also addressed elsewhere in the
Convention, including by art. 30 CRC which states that:

In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities or persons of
indigenous origin exist, a child belonging to such a minority or who is indige-
nous shall not be denied the right, in community with other members of his or
her group, to enjoy his or her own culture, to profess and practise his or her own
religion, or to use his or her own language.

Like art. 23, art. 30 allows for special protection measures and positive
action in favour of minority and indigenous children, with the difficulties this
raises in terms of potential isolation and stigmatization of these children
(Detrick, 1999, Art. 30).

Conclusion

More than fifteen years ago, the Convention on the Rights of the Child was
adopted with a guarantee of the non-discrimination principle situated promi-
nently in its art. 2. Retrospectively, this confirms that the emergence of chil-
dren's rights has been the gradual conquest of equality, first of all, vis-A-vis
adults, then in regard to young adults and, finally, by comparison to other
children. Art. 2 captures the child-specific dimension of child discrimination
and has been used most effectively against the latter. The principle of non-
discrimination of the child is guaranteed in a new protective way by art. 2 and
other special norms in the Convention, that contrast with earlier international
anti-discrimination clauses from the 1950s and 1960s. It should also have
become clear by the end of this article, however, that, like other anti-dis-
crimination clauses, art. 2 CRC is growing old. Special protection measures
can have destructive discriminatory consequences on particularly vulnerable
children whose integration should be our foremost goal. New inclusive
approaches are yet to be sought therefore to avoid the 'ghettoization' of some
cases of child discrimination.
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